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Many rings that have enjoyed growing interest in recent years, e.g., quantum
enveloping algebras, quantum matrices, certain Witten-algebras, . . . , can be pre-
sented as generalized Weyl algebras. In the paper we develop techniques for
calculating dimensions, here mainly the Krull dimension in the sense of
Rentschler]Gabriel, of such generalized Weyl algebras and specify the results for
some popular algebras including those mentioned above. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Unless otherwise stated, by module we mean left module. We write
Ž .M - N to indicate that N is a proper left submodule of M. We use the
w xterm ``Krull dimension'' in the sense of RG ; for a survey of the basic
w x w x w xproperties of this dimension we refer to Go-Ro , MR , NVO1 . For a ring
Ž . Ž . Ž .R, resp. an R-module M we let K R , resp. K M s K M , denote theR
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Krull dimension of the ring R, resp. of the module M. The centre of R
Ž .will be denoted by Z R . To an automorphism s of the ring R and an
Ž . Ž . Ž .a g Z R we may associate a generalized Weyl algebra GWA , T s R s , a
Ž .of degree 1 being the ring generated by R and indeterminates X and Y
w xsubject to the relations Bav1
Xa s s a X andŽ .
Ya s sy1 a Y , for all a g R , YX s a, and XY s s a .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Throughout the paper T denotes a generalized Weyl algebra T s R s , a . In
this paper we shall study the GWA defined over a commutative ring of
coefficients. The GWA are by definition generalized crossed products
Žwith respect to a cocycle for Z taking nonzero values that need however
Ž ..not be units in Z R . Many interesting algebras are GWA, e.g., the first
Ž .Weyl algebra A , the universal enveloping algebra U sl 2 , and quantum1
deformations of it; Witten's, Woronowicz's deformations, the quantum
Ž .Heisenberg algebra; etc. see also Section 4 .
w xA general fact concerning Z-graded rings NVO2 , yields that when R is
Ž . Ž wleft Noetherian so is every R s , a as defined above see Bav2, Proposi-
x. Ž .tion 1.3 . For a s 1, R s , 1 is the skew Laurent polynomials ring S s
w y1 x Ž w y1 x.R X, X ; s . In case R is left Noetherian K R X, X ; s is either
Ž . Ž .K R or K R q 1.
w x Ž w x.T. Hodges Ho1 obtained see also MR, 6.9.22 :
THEOREM 1.1. Let the commutati¤e Noetherian ring R ha¤e finite Krull
dimension; then
y1 <w xK R X , X ; s s sup K R , ht q q 1 q is a s-semistable prime of R 4Ž .Ž .
nŽ .Here ht p is the height of an ideal p and p is s-semistable, if s p s p
for some integer n. If there is no such n, the ideal is called s-unstable.
In case of a left Noetherian coefficient ring a more general formula for
Ž . w xK S was established by K. Goodearl and T. Lenagan GL .
The main aim of the paper is to extend the foregoing to:
Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring with K R - ‘
Ž .and T s R s , a be a generalized Weyl algebra. Then
<K T s sup K R , ht p q 1, ht q q 1 p is a s-unstable prime ideal of RŽ . Ž .
for which there exist infinitely many integers i with a g s i p ;Ž .
q is a s-semistable prime ideal of R .4
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Note. The primes p and q in Theorem 1.2 may be supposed to be
Ž .maximal of height K R . In the GWA-case the complexity of the proof is
enhanced by the more complicated structure of the induced modules in
this case.
w xTHEOREM 1.3 Bav4, Theorem 3.7 . Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian
ring of global dimension n - ‘ and let a be regular. Suppose that gld T - ‘.
Then
<gld T s sup gld R , ht p q 1, ht q q 1 p is a s-unstable prime ideal of R
for which there exist distinct integers i and j with a g s i p andŽ .
a g s j p ; q is a s-semistable prime ideal of R .4Ž .
When Theorem 1.2 is combined with Theorem 1.3, one sees that
K T F gld T .Ž .
Ž .Let K be a field and U sl 2 be the K-enveloping algebra of the Lie
algebra
<² :w x w x w xsl 2 s X , Y , H H , X s X , H , Y s yY , X , Y s 2 H .Ž .
Ž . Ž ..The Casimir element C s YX q H H q 1 is central in U sl 2 . As
w xobserved in Bav1 ,
w xU sl 2 , K H , C s , a s C y H H q 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
X “ X , Y “ Y , H “ H ,
s given by H “ H y 1, C “ C. Applying Theorem 1.2 we obtain:
Žw x w x. Ž Ž ..COROLLARY 1.4 Sm for K s C; see also MR, 8.6.15 . K U sl 2 is
either two when char K s 0, or three when char K s p ) 0.
w xProof. If char K s 0, then all maximal ideals of K H, C are s-unsta-
w xble. if I : Z is infinite, then the K-subspace of K H, C generated by
 iŽ . Ž .Ž . 4s a s C y H y i H y i q 1 , i g I contains 1; thus Theorem 1.2
Ž Ž .. Ž w x.implies that K U sl 2 s K K H, C s 2.
p Ž Ž ..When char K s p ) 0, then s s 1, thus K U sl 2 s 3.
w xŽ . Ž .The Krull dimension of K H s , a with s H s H y 1 was calculated
w xin Bav2 and, under some restriction on s , the case with R a commutative
w xprincipal ideal domain already appears in Jo1 .
Let us give a very brief description of the results of the paper.
In Section 2 we prove that if R is left Noetherian, then
K R F K T F K R q 1 Proposition 2.2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .If, in addition, K R - ‘ and no nonzero simple T-module has finite
Ž . Ž . Ž .length over R, then K T s K R Theorem 2.3 .
In Section 3 the structure of induced modules is clarified. The suffi-
Ž .ciency of Theorem 1.2 is proved Theorem 3.3 . ``All'' subfactors of the
Ž .finitely generated T-modules are described Lemma 3.5 ; it is one of the
keystones of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
In Section 4 the main result, Theorem 1.2, is proved.
In Section 5 we apply Theorems 1.2 and 1.7 for the computation of the
Ž .Krull dimension of some popular algebras: U sl 2 , the Smith's andq
Woronowicz's deformations, the first and the second Witten's deformations,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2the quantum O so K, 3 , the coordinate ring O M K of quantumq q 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2 = 2 matrices, O GL K , O SL K ; and some natural localizationsq 2 q 2
of these.
2. SOME GENERAL FACTS
Ž .Let T s R s , a be a GWA. The algebra T s [ T is Z-graded,nng Z
where T s R¤ andn n
¤ s X n n ) 0 , ¤ s Yyn n - 0 , ¤ s 1.Ž . Ž .n n 0
Moreover,
¤ ¤ s n , m ¤Ž .n m nqm
Ž .for some n, m g R. If n ) 0 and m ) 0, then
nGm: n , ym s s n a . . . s nymq1 a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
yn , m s synq1 a . . . synqm a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
n F m: n , ym s s n a . . . s a , yn , m s synq1 a . . . a,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and n, m s 1 in other cases.
The ring isomorphism
R s , a , R sy1 , s a , X l Y , Y l X , r l r , r g R ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .is called the "-symmetry or the left-right symmetry .
w x Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1 Bav2 . If R is left right Noetherian, then so is T.
w xThe skew polynomial ring R X ; s is the free left R-module generated
by the symbols 1, X, X 2, . . . , given a ring structure by the relations
Ž .Xr s s r X for r g R, together with the usual multiplication in R. For a
Ž .module M denote by L M the lattice of its submodules.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a left Noetherian ring. Then
K R F K T F K R q 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The map L R “ L T , I “ TI, is injective, thus K R FR T
Ž .K T .
On the other hand, the ring T s D T is filtered by T s R andnG 0 n 0
T s Ýn RY i q R q Ýn RX i for n G 1. The associated graded ringn is1 is1
gr T s [T rT contains two ideals I and J generated respectively byn ny1
x s X q T g T rT and y s Y q T g T rT . It is clear that IJ s JI s 00 1 0 0 1 0
w y1 x w xand both factor-rings gr TrI , R Y; s and gr TrJ , R X ; s are skew
polynomial rings. Moreover, J can be considered as a gr TrI-module. It
w xfollows from an exact sequence of gr T-modules 0 “ J “ gr T “ R X ; s
w x Ž . Ž .  Ž w x.“ 0 and MR, 6.5.6 and 6.5.4 that K T F K gr T F max K R X, s ,
y1Ž w x4 Ž .K R Y; s s K R q 1.
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a left Noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension. If
Ž . Ž . Ž .no nonzero simple T-module has finite length o¤er R, then K T s K R .
Ž . Ž .Proof. The map L T “ L gr T , I “ gr I, has the property thatT gr T
w x Ž . w xif J ) I, then, by MR, 6.6.5 , K gr Jrgr I G 1. Hence, by MR, 6.1.17 ,T T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1 q K T F K gr T F K R q 1 see the end of the proof of Proposition
. Ž . Ž .2.2 , so K T s K R .
Given a ring R and an automorphism s of R, an ideal I of R is called
nŽ .s-semistable if s I s I for some n g Z. Otherwise, I is called s-un-
stable.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let R and T be as abo¤e. Suppose that R is a commuta-
ti¤e ring such that each maximal ideal p of R is s-unstable and if a g p, then
iŽ . Ž . Ž .a f s p for all 0 / i g Z. Then K T s K R .
Ž wProof. There are no simple T-modules of finite R-length see Bav4,
xTheorem 3.1 .
Ž . ² < :EXAMPLE. The first Weyl algebra A s X, › › X y X› s 1 is a1
GWA,
w xA , K H s , a s H , X l X , › l Y , s H s H y 1,Ž . Ž .1
w xwith R s K H , the polynomial ring in one variable H.
w x Ž .If p is a maximal ideal of K H which contains a s H, then p s H . If
iŽ . Ž . Ž .char K s 0, then s p s H y i / H s p for all i / 0; thus by Corol-
Ž . Ž w x.lary 2.4, K A s K K H s 1.1
Given a ring R with an automorphism s , the skew Laurent polynomial
Ž . w y1 xring or the skew Laurent extension R X, X ; s is the free left R-mod-
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 y1 4ule with basis 1, X, X , . . . , given a ring structure by the relation
"1 "1Ž . "1X r s s r X for r g R, together with the usual multiplication in
R. The skew Laurent polynomial ring is the generalized Weyl algebra,
w y1 x Ž .R X, X ; s s R s , 1 .
Ž . Ž .If the element a g Z R is not nilpotent, then the multiplicative
iŽ . Žsubmonoid S of R_0 generated by all s a , i g Z, satisfies the left and
. Ž .right Ore condition in T. In other words, there exists the left and right
y1 w y1 xlocalization S T s T of the ring T at S. Moreover, T , R X, X ; sS S S
is the skew Laurent polynomial ring. A T-module M contains the S-torsion
Ž . Ž .  <or the a-torsion, for short submodule tor M [ m g M sm s 0 for
4 Ž .some s g S . A T-module M is called a-torsion if M s tor M ; and
Ž .a-torsionfree, if tor M s 0. If a is a nilpotent element, then, by definition,
any T-module is a-torsion.
Ž .Let M be an R-module and t g Aut R . The twisted module M as ant
abelian group coincides with M and the action of R on M is given as
Ž . ifollows: rm [ t r m. We write M for some twisted module M, i g Z.t t
Given an R-module M, the nonzero elements of the induced module
T m M can be written uniquely in the formR
u s ¤ m u q ¤ m u q ??? q¤ m u ,m m mq1 mq1 n n
where all u g M and u , u / 0. The u are called the coefficients of ui m n i
Ž . Ž .and u resp. u is the y -leading resp. q -leading coefficient of u. Them n
Ž . Ž .integer m resp. n is the y -degree resp. q -degree of u, denoted by
Ž . Ž .deg u resp. deg u . The non-negative integer n y m is the length of u,y q
Ž . Ž .denoted by l u . The element 0 is defined to have deg 0 s .‘, leading"
coefficients 0 and length y‘.
There are doubly infinite filtrations
??? : U : U : U : ???y1 0 1
and
??? = V = V = V = ???y1 0 1
on T m M given by the R-submodulesR
<U s u g T m M deg u F n , 4Ž .n R q
and
<V s ¤ g T m M deg ¤ G n , 4Ž .n R y
U rU , ¤ m M , yn M and V rV , ¤ m M , yn M ,n ny1 n s n nq1 n s
for all n.
Ž . Ž .For a T-submodule N of T m M denote by l N resp. l N the setR y q
Ž . Ž .of y -leading resp. q -leading coefficients of elements of N which have
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Ž . Ž .the non-positive y -degree resp. non-negative q -degree. The sets
Ž .l N are R-submodules of M."
Ž . Ž .For i ) 0 let N resp. N be the sets of al y -leading resp. q -lead-yi i
ing coefficients of V resp. U and 0. Thenyi i
??? G N G ??? G N , N F ??? F N F ??? ,yi y1 1 i
are chains of R-modules and
l N s N .Ž . D" " i
iG1
The most important case of an induced module is the ring T ,
T s [ ¤ R , T m R s [ ¤ m R , ¤ r l ¤ m r , r g R .T i R i i iig Z ig Z
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be a left Noetherian ring.
Ž . Ž .1 If I F T , then l I s I for some n ) 0.T " " n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If I, J are left ideals of T with J : I and l J s l I , l J sq q y
Ž . Ž .l I , then IrJ is finitely generated.y R
Ž .Proof. This is straightforward see Proposition 2.1 .
LEMMA 2.6. Let M be a-torsionfree R-module and N be a nonzero
T-submodule of T m M. Then there exists a nonzero R-submodule L of MR
such that T m L embeds in N.R
Proof. Choose a nonzero element b s ¤ m r q ¤ m rm m mq1 mq1
q ??? q¤ m r g N of minimal length k s n y m, where all r g M andn n i
r , r / 0. The module M is a-torsionfree, therefore the element ¤ b ism n yn
Ž .nonzero and of minimal length, so we may suppose n s 0. Set I s ann rR 0
Ž . Ž .Rr , RrI . Then ann b s TI and0 T
T m RrI , TrTI , Tb F N.Ž .R
So it is enough to set L s Rr .n
Ž .Let M resp. N be an R-module with aM s 0 resp. s a N s 0. The
induced module T m M resp. T m N contains a submoduleR R
L M [ ¤ m M resp. L N [ ¤ m N.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýq yi i
iG1 iFy1
Set
V M [ T m MrL M s ¤ m MŽ . Ž . [qy R i
iF0
resp. V N [ T m NrL N s ¤ m N.Ž . Ž . [yq R i
iG0
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A module N is a subfactor of a module M if there exist submodules
V F U in M such that N s UrV.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let M be a Noetherian R-module, and let I, J be
T-submodules of T m M such that I - J. Suppose that N is a nonzeroR
Ž . Ž .Noetherian R-module such that T m N resp. V N resp. V N is iso-R q y
morphic to a T-submodule subfactor of JrI. Then there exists a nonzero sub-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .factor L of l J rl I resp. l J rl I resp. l J rl I such that" " q q y y
L F N .s
Proof. Let us consider the first case; the reader may verify the other
statements. We may assume that JrI , T m N, in which case there existsR
a T-epimorphism f : J “ T m N with ker f s I.R
Ž . Ž .Let us consider the case l J [ l J . The subring S [ Ý R¤ of Tq I G 0 i
w xis the skew polynomial ring S s R X s ¤ ; s . Set M s T m M and1 R
M s Ý ¤ m M. Then M is an S-module. For each n, M )G n iG n i G n G n
M , M s D M . Set N s T m N and define N in the sameG nq1 ng Z G n R G n
way. For n G 0 set J s J l M . Thenn G n
J G J G J G ??? G J G ???Ž . 0 1 n
Ž . Ž .in a descending chain of Noetherian S-submodules such that l J s l Jn
for all n G 0. In fact, M is a Noetherian R-module, so S m M is aR
Noetherian S-module. Since each J is an S-submodule of S m M, J is an R n
Ž .Noetherian S-module. The S-module J is finitely generated, thus f J F0 0
N for some n G 0.Gy n
Ž . Ž .Set P s S¤ J s ¤ J , which is an S-submodule of J , l P s l J sn 0 n 0 n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .l J , and f P : ¤ f J : ¤ N : N s S m N. For i G 0 set I [ In 0 n Gyn G 0 R i
l M s I l J : J . Theni i i
I G I G ??? G I G ???Ž . 0 i
Ž . Ž .is a descending chain of Noetherian S-modules such that l I s l I fori
all i G 0.
Set Q s I l P. It follows from ¤ I : Q : I thatn n 0 n
l I s l ¤ I : l Q : l I s l IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 n
Ž . Ž .and finally l Q s l I . It is clear that the natural map
PrQ “ S m N , u q Q “ f u ,Ž .R
w xinduced by f , is a monomorphism of S-modules. By GL, Lemma 1.1 ,
there exists a nonzero R-module D such that D F N and S m D embedss R
w xin PrQ. Applying GL, Proposition 1.4 we obtain a nonzero subfactor L
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of l P rl Q s l J rl I such that L F D and L F N . Using thes s
Ž ."-symmetry, the case l J / 0 can be easily reduced to the casey
Ž .l J / 0.q
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LEMMA 2.8. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and let I F J be left
Ž . Ž .ideals of T with JrI , T m Rrp resp. V Rrp resp. V Rrp , where p isR q y
Ž . Ž .a prime ideal of R. Then there exists ¤ g l J rl I resp. ¤ g" "
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . nŽ .l J rl I resp. ¤ g l J rl I such that ann ¤ F s p for someq q y y R
n s n resp. n resp. n ." q y
Ž .Proof. Consider the first case for q , the other cases may be treated
similarly. By Proposition 2.7 there exists a nonzero subfactor, say L, of
Ž . Ž . Ž . nŽ .ynl J rl I such that L Is an R-submodule of Rrp , Rrs p forq q s
some n. Without loss of generality we may assume that L is cyclic, i.e.,
Ž . nŽ .L s Ru for some u g L. It follows from Ru , Rrann u F Rrs pR
Ž . nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .that ann u s s p p is prime . Since L is a subfactor of l J rl I ,R q q
Ž . Ž .L , VrU for some R-submodules V G U G l I of l J . Consider theq q
Ž .natural epimorphism Vrl I “ VrU , L and let ¤ be an inverse imageq
of u g L. Then we have an epimorphism of R-modules R¤ “ Ru, ¤ “ u,
Ž . Ž . nŽ .thus ann ¤ : ann u s s p .R R
Ž .Using the "-symmetry the case y is clear.
A nonzero module M over an arbitrary ring R is compressible if for any
nonzero submodule N of M there exists a monomorphism M “ N. If R is
a commutative Noetherian ring and p is a prime ideal of R, then Rrp is
compressible. A nonzero module M is a-critical, for some ordinal a ,
Ž . Ž .provided K M s a and K MrN - a for each nonzero submodule N.
A critical module is one which is a-critical for some a .
The next result provides examples of compressible T-modules.
LEMMA 2.9. Let R be a ring and M be an a-torsionfree R-module. If MR
is compressible, then T m M is a compressible T-module.R
Proof. Let V be any T-submodule of T m M. By Lemma 2.6 thereR
exists a nonzero R-submodule N of M such that T m N is a submoduleR
of V. The module M is compressible so there exists a monomorphism
Ž .M “ N and the natural T-monomorphism T m M “ T m N T is flat .R R R
Thus T m M is a submodule of V; it means that T m M is compressible.R R
COROLLARY 2.10. If R is a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and p g Spec R,
Rrp is a-torsionfree, then T m Rrp , TrT p is compressible and critical.R
w xLet S s R X ; s be a skew polynomial ring. Then the automorphism
Ž . Ž .s g Aut R can be lifted from R to S as follows: s X s X.
LEMMA 2.11. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring of finite Krull
w xdimension, p g Spec R, S s R X ; s be a skew polynomial ring. Then S mR
Rrp is a critical S-module.
Ž .Proof. The Krull dimension of the S-module S m Rrp is n [ K RrpR
q 1 - ‘. If S m Rrp is not critical, then there exists a nonzero submod-R
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Ž . w xule, say N , such that K S m RrprN s n. By GL, Lemma 1.1 , N1 R 1 1
Ž .contains a submodule S m Rrp which is isomorphic to a twistedR s
Ž . Ž .S-module S m Rrp . So, a fragment S m Rrp ) N ) S m RrpR s R 1 R s
can be completed to an infinite chain of submodules,
S m Rrp ) N ) S m Rrp ) N ) S m Rrp ) NŽ . Ž .R 1 R 2 R 3s s
) S m Rrp ) ???Ž .R s
Ž . Ž .with K NrN s n s K S m Rrp , a contradiction.i iq1 R
3. INDUCED MODULES, VERMA MODULES, AND
THEIR FACTORS
Unless otherwise stated R will be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and
Spec R be the set of prime ideals of R. It is easy to find a chain of ideals
R s I ) I ) ??? ) I s 00 1 n
such that I rI , Rrp with p g Spec R. Applying T m y to the chaini iq1 i i R
above we obtain a corresponding chain of left ideals
T s TI ) TI ) ??? ) TI s 00 1 n
Ž .T is flat, even free with TI rTI , TrT p , T m Rrp . HenceR i iq1 i R i
K T s sup K TrT p , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .where p runs through the minimal prime ideals of R. This explains why
we focus on
T p [ T m Rrp, p g Spec R .Ž . R
Using a natural isomorphism of T-modules
T p “ TrT p, ¤ m r q p “ ¤ r q T p, r g R ,Ž . Ž .i i
Ž .we identify the module T p with TrT p.
Let M be an R-module. A prime ideal p of R is called an associated
Ž .  < 4prime ideal of M if p is the annihilator ann m s r g R rm s 0 of someR
Ž .m g M. The set of all associated primes of M is written as Ass M orR
Ž . Ž .Ass M . If M is finitely generated, then Ass M is finite.
Ž .The cyclic subgroup G of Aut R , generated by s , acts in an obvious
Ž .  iŽ . 4way on Spec R. For p g Spec R set O p s s p , i g Z for the orbit of
Ž .p under the action of G. The ideal p is called marked if a g p. Set Mr O
to be the set of all marked ideals from an orbit O.
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Set
< iSt p s i g Z a g s p , 4Ž . Ž .
< jHo p s j g Z s a g s p s i q 1, i g St p . 4 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The elements of St p and Ho p are called stars and holes, respectively.
Ž .These sets play a significant role in clarifying the module structure of T p
Ž .and Verma modules. Under the " -symmetry stars become holes and vice
versa and there is the 1-1 correspondence,
R s , a , R sy1 , s a , St p l Ho p , Ho p l St p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
So, when some statement is true for stars, the ``dual'' statement is true
for holes.
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .  Ž . 4Set St p s i g St p , i - 0 and Ho p s j g Ho p , j ) 0 . Lety q
Ž . Ž . Ž .s p be the largest element of St p and h p be the smallest elementy y q
Ž . Ž .of Ho p if they exist .q
Ž .The module T p s T m Rrp, considered as an R-module, is the directR
sum of R-submodules,
T p s [ ¤ m Rrp,Ž . iig Z
Ž . Ž . iŽ . Ž . iŽ .yiwhere ¤ m Rrp , Rrp , Rrs p and ann ¤ m Rrp s s p .R i s R i
Ž Ž .. Ž .Thus Ass T p s O p .R
Ž .The T-module T p is Z-graded,
T p s [ T p , T p [ ¤ m Rrp,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i iig Z
i.e.,
XT p : T p and YT p : T p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i iq1 i iy1
Direct computation yields
Y X nq1 m Rrp s a X n m Rrp andŽ .Ž .
X Y mq 1 m Rrp s s a Y m m Rrp ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
and the maps
<X : T p “ T p , u “ Xu ,Ž . Ž .T Žp. i iq1i
<Y : T p “ T p , u “ Yu ,Ž . Ž .T Žp. i iy1i
< <are either zero or injective; and X resp. Y is zero iff i is aT Žp. T Žp.i i
negative star resp. i a positive hole, i.e.,
<ker X s [ T p , 3.1Ž . Ž .T Žp. iig St Žp.y
<ker Y s [ T p , 3.2Ž . Ž .jT Žp. jg H o Žp.q
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< Ž . Ž . <where X : T p “ T p , u “ Xu, and Y is defined in the sameT Žp. T Žp.
way. Now, it is clear that
L p [ T p q T pŽ . Ž . Ž . jÝ Ýi
Ž . Ž .iFs p jGh py q
Ž . Ž .is the largest homogeneous w.r. to the Z-grading submodule of T p
Ž . Ž . Ž .which intersects trivially T p s Rrp. Denote by L p and L p the0 y q
Ž . Ž .first and the second summand, respectively. When St p s B or Ho py q
Ž . Ž . Ž .s B, we set L p s 0 and L p s 0, respectively. The L p arey q "
Ž .T-submodules of T p . Set
L p [ T p rL p , TrT p, YysyŽp. , X hqŽp. ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
as an R-module
L p s [ ¤ m Rrp.Ž .R is Žp.- i- h Žp.y q
Let M s [ M be a Z-graded module. Given a submodule N of M,iig Z
then
N hom [ [ N l Miig Z
is the largest homogeneous submodule of N.
Ž . homLet N be a nonzero T-submodule of the module L p . Then N / 0.
Suppose that a g p. A T-module
V p [ T p rL p s [ T pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q iy iF 0
Ž .is called the y -Verma module. The dual notion
V s p [ T s p rL s p s [ T s pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y iq iG 0
Ž .gives us the q -Verma module. The Verma modules can be also defined
as
V p , TrT p, X and V s p , TrT s p , Y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y q
Ž .Under the " -symmetry there is a 1-1 correspondence between the
Ž . Ž ." -Verma modules and the . -Verma modules. Let
St p s ??? - i - i s s p , 3.3 4Ž . Ž . Ž .y 2 1 y
Ho p s h p s J - j , . . . . 3.4 4Ž . Ž . Ž .q q 1 2
Ž .Then there are two strictly descending chains of Verma modules of
Ž .T-submodules of T p ,
??? - V i - ??? - V i - T p , 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y n y 1
T p ) V j ) ??? ) V j ) ??? , 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q 1 q m
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where
V i s [ T p , V s i n p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .iy n yiF i n
and
V j s [ T p , V s jm p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .jq m qjG jm
yiŽ . Ž . Ž .Let prime ideals p and q s s p , i ) 0, contain a. By 3.5 , V q is ay
Ž .submodule of V p . Sety
x iL q , p [ V p rV q , TrT p, X , Y , [ ¤ m Rrp.Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .y y y jyi- jF 0
3.7Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By 3.6 , V s p is a submodule of V s q . Setq q
x iL q, p [ V s q rV s p , TrT s q , Y , XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q
, [ ¤ m Rrs q . 3.8Ž . Ž .j0 F j- i
Ž x  jŽ . 4Then Ass L q, p s s p , yi - j F 0 ."
It is easily seen that for a Noetherian R-module M the induced module
T m M is a Noetherian T-module. Moreover,R
K M F K T m M F K M q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R
Ž .see the proof of Proposition 2.2 .
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let p g Spec R, n s K Rrp - ‘. Then
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..1 n F K T p F n q 1; if the set St p is infinite, then K T p s
n q 1;
Ž . yiŽ . Ž Ž x.2 if p and q s s p , i ) 0, contain a, then K L q, p s n;"
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3 if a g p, then n F K V F n q 1, where V s V p or V s p .y q
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ..If St p resp. Ho p is infinite, then K V p s n q 1 resp. K V s py q y q
s n q 1;
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 let V be one of the following T-modules: V p and St p s B;y y
Ž . Ž . Ž iŽ . x Ž . Ž jŽ .xV q and Ho q s B; L s p , p and i s s p ; L q, s q andq q y y q
Ž . homj s h q . If N is a nonzero T-submodule of V, then N / 0.q
Ž . Ž xProof. 2 Set L s L q, p . The mapy
L Rrp “ L L , I “ ¤ m I ,Ž . Ž . Ý j
yi-jF0
Ž .is injective, so n F K L .
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Ž . Ž . Ž jŽ ..On the other hand, K L F K L s K [ Rrs p sT R y i- jF 0
 Ž jŽ ..4 Ž . Ž Ž x.max K Rrs p s n. By the " -symmetry, we conclude K L q, p sq
n.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .For 1 and 3 , as we have seen n F K T p s T m Rrp F n q 1. TheR
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..module V p is a factormodule of T p , thus K V p F K T p F n qy y
1. The map
L Rrp “ L V p , I “ ¤ m I ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýy i
iF0
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...is injective, thus n F K V p . By the " -symmetry n F K V s p Fy q
n q 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The set St p is infinite iff either St p or Ho p is infinite or both .y q
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Set V s T p , V p , or V s p . It follows from 3.5 and 3.6 that Vy q
has a strictly descending chain of Verma modules with factors of the type
Ž iŽ . jŽ .x Ž .L s p , s p ; by 2 the factors have the Krull dimension n, thus"
Ž .K V s n q 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 It follows from 3.1 , 3.2 and 3.5 , 3.6 .
nŽ .Let p be a prime ideal of R. It is s-semistable if s p s p for some
Ž . Ž .n / 0, i.e., the orbit O p is finite. In case s p s p we say that p is
s-stable. Prime ideals which are not s-stable are called s-unstable. If p is
a semistable prime ideal, then
p0 [ Fs i pŽ .
is the largest stable ideal inside p.
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and p a s-semista-
ble prime ideal such that p0 s 0.
Ž . Ž .1 If a is a regular element of R, then T s R s , a is a prime ring;
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 K T s K T m Rrp .R
Ž .Proof. 1 Suppose that J and J are ideals of T with J J s 0. Each1 2 1 2
Ž .l J , i s 1, 2, is a s-stable ideal of R. It follows from J J s 0 that" i 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l J l J s 0 and so l J : p and l J : p for some i, j. Then" 1 " 2 q i y j
w Ž .x Ž . 0 Ž . 0by MR, 6.9.9 i , l J : p s 0 and l J : p s 0, thus J s 0 andq i y j i
Ž .J s 0 a is regular .j
Ž . nŽ .2 Let n be the minimal positive integer satisfying s p s p. Consider
0 iŽ .the natural monomorphism R s Rr0 s Rrp s Rrl s p “
ny1 iŽ . yŁ Rrs p . Tensoring it by T m we have a natural T-monomor-is0 R
phism
ny1
iT s T m R “ T m Rrs p ,Ž .ŁR R
is0
Ž . Ž iŽ .. iŽ .thus K T s K T m Rrs p for some i. Set T s T m Rrs p .R i R
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Ž .Case a . The R-module Rrp is a-torsionfree. Then the T-submodule of
i Ž . Ž .T generated by X m M is isomorphic to T , so K T G K T . By0 i 0 i
Ž . Ž .symmetry the opposite inequality is also true, thus K T s K T for all i.0 i
Ž . Ž .Case b . The R-module Rrp is a-torsion. Since the set St p is infinite,
Ž .by Lemma 3.1 1 , we have
K T m Rrs i p s K Rrs i p q 1 s K Rrp q 1 s K T m Rrp .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .R R
ŽNow we can establish one implication of Theorem 1.2 here the easy
.one .
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and p be a prime
Ž .ideal such that the height ht p s K R - ‘. If either p is s-semistable or
Ž . Ž . Ž .s-unstable such that the set St p is infinite, then K T s K R q 1.
Proof. Let Sy1R and Sy1T be the localization of R and T with respect
iŽ . Ž y1 . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .to S [ R_D s p . Since K S R s K R and K S T F K T , itig Z
is enough to prove the theorem for the localized rings. So we may assume
R s Sy1R.
Ž .Case a . p is s-semistable and Rrp is a-torsionfree. The R-module
 iŽ . 4Rrp is a-torsionfree, so all s a , i g Z belong to S and T s
w y1 xR X, X ; s is a skew Laurent polynomial ring. Now the result follows
w xfrom MR, 6.9.13 .
Ž .Case b . p is s-semistable and Rrp is a-torsion. Let M be a simple
iŽ . Ž iŽ ..R-module, i.e., M s Rrs p for some i g Z. Since St s p is an infinite
Ž . Ž . w xset, by Lemma 3.1 1 , K T m M s 1 ) 0. Applying MR, 6.1.17 to theR
Ž . Ž .lattice map L R “ L T , taking g s 1 and d s 0, we conclude that
Ž . Ž .K T G K R q 1. By Proposition 2.2 we have the opposite inequality.
Ž . Ž .Case c . p is s-unstable and the set St p is infinite. The localization
R of the ring R at p has Krull dimension n and has the unique simplep
module R rR p , Rrp. There exists an ordinal a of degree n such thatp p
o p Ž . Ž w xa embeds in the poset L R of ideals of R see MR, 6.1.9-10 forp p
. o pdetails and each simple factor of the image b of a is isomorphic to
Ž Ž ..Rrp. Let g be the inverse image of b in L R under the map R “ R ,p
r “ rr1. Then to each simple factor from b corresponds a subfactor of R
Ž . Ž .with socle isomorphic to Rrp. The set St p is infinite so by Lemma 3.1 1 ,
Ž . Ž .K T m Rrp s 1, hence K T G dev b q 1 s dev a q 1 s n q 1, i.e.R
Ž . Ž .K T s n q 1 dev is the deviation .
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring, P a s-unstable
prime ideal of R, and I a left ideal of T such that I ) TP. Then I hom ) TP.
If , in addition, RrP is a-torsionfree, then I l R ) P.
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Proof. Since I ) TP, there exists a nonzero element f s ¤ a qm m
??? q¤ a g I, m - ??? - n, with a f P and a f P. Choose f to be ofn n m n
minimal length l s n y m. We aim to show that l s 0. Suppose that l ) 0.
lŽ . lŽ .Ž yl Ž . .Since P is s-unstable either s P › P or P › s P m s P › P . In
lŽ . yl Ž .the former resp. latter case p g P with s p f P resp. s p f P.
Then the element g g I _TP below is nonzero and has length less than l,
g s fp y s n p f s ¤ p y s l p a q ??? q¤ a p y pa ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m n n n
resp.
g s fp y s m p f s ¤ a p y pa q ??? q¤ p y syl p a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m m n n
So, l s 0 and f s ¤ a g I _TP, i.e., I hom ) TP. Then h [ ¤ f sn n yn
Ž . Ž .yn, n a g I l R. If the R-module RrP is a-torsionfree, then yn, nn
f P and h f P, thus I l R ) P.
Ž . Ž .Let R be a commutative ring. Denote by S 0 resp. S I the set of allR R
regular elements of R resp. RrI, where I is an ideal of R.
LEMMA 3.5. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and M a finitely
generated T-module. Then there exists a chain of T-submodules M s M )0
??? ) M s 0 such that to each i there corresponds a prime ideal p of R andn i
the factor module M rM is one of the following types:i iq1
Ž . Ž .1 T p ;i
Ž . Ž .2 V p ;y i
Ž . Ž ym Ž . x jŽ .3 L s p , p for some m ) 0 such that a f s p for ally i i
ym - j - 0;
Ž . Ž .4 V p ;q i
Ž . Ž . 05 V p rN is a proper factor module which is a torsionfree Rrp -y i i
module, p is s-semistable, and N hom s 0;i
Ž . Ž . 06 V p rN is a proper factor module which is a torsionfree Rrp -q i i
module, p is s-semistable, and N hom s 0;i
Ž . Ž . 07 T p rN is a proper factor module which is a torsionfree Rrp -i i
module, p is s-semistable, Rrp is a-torsionfree, and N hom s 0;i i
Ž . Ž .8 V p rN is a proper factor module, p is s-unstable with any i i
Ž . hominfinite set St p , and N s 0;y i
Ž . Ž .9 V p rN is a proper factor module, p is s-unstable with anq i i
Ž . hominfinite set Ho p , and N s 0.q i
Ž .Proof. The ring R is Noetherian, so is T by Proposition 2.1 . Then the
T-module M is Noetherian, so it is enough to show that M has a
submodule as required.
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Ž .Choose a nonzero m g M to maximize p [ ann m and such that anyR
iŽ . Ž X . Xideal s p , i g Z, is not contained in ann m for some nonzero m g M,R
So, p is a prime ideal of R and Tm is a homomorphic image of T m Rrp.R
If p is s-unstable and Rrp is a-torsionfree, then Tm , T m Rrp, byR
Lemma 3.4 and the maximality of p.
Thus we may suppose that p to be s-semistable or a-torsionfree and Tm
to be a proper homomorphic image of T m Rrp , TrT p, i.e., Tm , TrIR
for some left ideal I of T such that I ) T p.
Case. p is s-unstable and Rrp is a-torsion. Lemma 3.4 shows that
hom Ž hom.I ) T p. By the choice of p the ith graded component I of thei
hom Ž . Ž . Ž .left ideal I is equal either to R¤ or to ¤ p. So, by 3.1 , 3.2 and 3.5 ,i i
Ž .3.6 there are three possibilities:
v
hom jŽ . Ž .a I s Ý RX q T p, for some t g Ho p ;jG t q
v
hom iŽ . Ž .b I s Ý RY q T p, for some s g St p ;iGys y
v
hom i jŽ . Ž .c I s Ý RY q Ý RX q T p, for some s g St p andiGys jG t y
Ž .t g Ho p .q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . homLet St p and Ho p be as in 3.3 and 3.4 . The factor module TrIy q
is a Z-graded T-module which maps naturally onto Tm, i.e., the following
map is epic:
w : TrI hom “ TrI , Tm , t q I hom “ t q I.
Ž .By the choice of p each nonzero graded component of the module
TrI hom under the epimorphism above is canonically isomorphic to its
image in Tm, thus
homKer w s 0. 3.9Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . homCase a . If t s h p , then the T-submodule N of TrI generatedq
ty1 hom Ž ty1Ž ..by X q I is isomorphic to V s V s p , moreover it is ay
Ž . Ž .Z-graded submodule. Then the image w V is nonzero. Let w V , VrW,
Ž . Ž . Ž . homwhere W is the kernel of the map V “ w V , ¤ “ w ¤ . By 3.9 , W s
Ž . Ž Ž ..0. If W s 0, then w V , V from 2 . So we may assume that W / 0. If
Ž . Ž . Ž .St p is an infinite set, then w V belongs to the class described in 8 .y
Ž . Ž tŽ ..Let St p be finite. Then St s p is finite as well and let j be they y
Ž . Ž jŽ ..minimal element of it. By 3.5 the module V contains V s p whichy
Ž . Ž jŽ ..satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1 4 , i.e., St s p is empty. Ity
Ž . Ž . Ž jŽ ..follows from Lemma 3.1 4 and 3.9 that V s p is isomorphic to itsy
Ž Ž jŽ ...image under the map w, so w V s p is a submodule of M from they
Ž .class described in 2 .
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Ž .If t / h p , then t s j for some k ) 1. The T-submodule N ofq k
hom ty1 hom Ž jky 1y1Ž .TrI generated by X q I is isomorphic to L s L s p ,y
ty1Ž .x Ž .s p which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1 4 . Therefore the
Ž . Ž . Ž .map L “ w L , l “ w l , is an isomorphism, thus w L belongs to the
Ž .class described in 3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Case b . This is dual to the case a ; so we have modules from 3 , 9
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .which are dual to cases 2 , 8 or from the case dual to case 3 ; i.e.,
Ž ym Ž . x jŽ .M rM , L s p , p \ L for some m ) 0 such that a f s p fori iq1 q i i
all m - j - 0. But the submodule of L generated by X my 1 q
Ž ym q1Ž . m. Ž ym Ž . xT s p , Y, X is isomorphic to L s p , p which belongs toi y i i
Ž .case 3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case c . If s s s p and t s h p , then the T-submodule of N ofy q
hom ty1 hom Ž sŽ .TrI generated by X q I is isomorphic to L s L s p ,y
ty1Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Žs p . By Lemma 3.1 4 and 3.9 , w N is isomorphic to L from the
Ž ..class described in 3 .
Ž . Ž .If s / s p resp. t / h p , then s s i for some k ) 1 resp. t s j fory q k l
some l ) 1. Then the T-submodule N of TrI hom generated by Yyi ky 1 q
hom ty1 hom Ž sŽ . sky 1Ž .xI resp. X q I is isomorphic to L s L s p , s p resp. toy
Ž jly 1y1Ž . ty1Ž .x Ž .L s L s p , s p . Again in both cases, by Lemma 3.1 4 andy
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3.9 , the image w N is isomorphic to L from the class described in 3 .
Case. p is s-semistable. We may suppose Tm to be a proper homo-
morphic image of T m Rrp. Let n be the minimal positive integer withR
nŽ . 0 ny1 iŽ . Ž 0. 0s p s p. The ideal p [ F s p is s-stable, s p s p . The mod-is0
Ž 0.ule Tm is an Rrp -module. Let us show that Tm is a torsionfree
Ž 0. 0 0Rrp -module. Note that T p s p T is an ideal of T , so we may, by
passing to a factor ring, take p0 to be zero.
X X Ž .Suppose that rm s 0 for some 0 / m g Tm and r g S 0 . We mayR
Ž X. w xsuppose that q [ ann m is prime. It follows from MR, 6.9.11 thatR
 iŽ . 4 Ž 0 .s p , i s 0, . . . , n y 1 are the minimal prime ideals of R note: p s 0 ,
Ž . ny1 Ž iŽ .. iŽ .so S 0 s F S s p . Thus r f s p for any i and q is not equal toR is0 R
iŽ . iŽ .any s p , a minimal prime ideal. Therefore q ) s p for some i, which
contradicts the choice of p.
Ž .If Rrp is a-torsionfree, then Tm is in the class described in 7 .
So, it remains to consider the case where Rrp is a-torsion. Then either
Žker X or ker Y is nonzero, where X : M “ M, u “ Xu the same forM M M
.Y . Note that both kernels are R-submodules of M.M
Case. K [ ker X / 0. Choose a nonzero k g K to maximize q [M
Ž .ann u , u g K. Then q is prime, so q contains some minimal prime ideal,R
iŽ . iŽ . Žsay s p , for some i. By the choice of p, q s s p and a g q Xu s 0, so
.au s YXu s 0, i.e., a g q . We see that Tk is a homomorphic image of
Ž . Ž . Ž .V q . If Tk , V q , then it belongs to the class described in 2 .y y
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Ž .So, suppose that Tk is a proper homomorphic image of V q with they
hom Ž .kernel N. If N s 0, then Tk is as in 5 . So, we may assume that
hom Ž hom.N / 0. Then, by the choice of p, the jth graded component N j
Ž . hom Ž . homj F 0 of N either coincides with V q or equals 0. Then N sy j
Ž . Ž .Ý V q for some p g St q and Tk is a homomorphic image ofjF p y j y
Ž . hom Ž pŽ . xV q rN s L s q , q \ L with kernel U say, Tk , LrU.y y
Since any nonzero submodule of L has the nonzero homogeneous part,
Ž .we conclude that U s 0. But the module L contains a submodule from 3
Ž Ž . .see the case c for details .
Case. ker Y / 0 is dual to the case ker X / 0; so we get modulesM M
Ž . Ž .from the classes described in 4 and 6 .
Ž .4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT THEOREM 1.2
The next two Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 may be viewed as an inductive step in
the proof of Theorem 1.2.
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring of finite Krull
iŽ .dimension and p a s-semistable prime ideal of R such that F s p s 0,ig Z
iŽ . Ž .a f s p for any i and, for any prime ideal q with ht q G 1, K TrT q F
Ž . Ž . Ž .K R y ht q. Then K T s K R .
Ž . my 1Ž .Proof. It is clear that p, s p , . . . , s p are all minimal prime ideals
mŽ .of R, where m is the minimal positive integer with s p s p. By
my 1 iŽ .hypothesis a f D s p , so a is a regular element of R. In fact, ifis0
iŽ . Ž .ab s 0 for some b g R, then b g s p for any i p is prime , so b g
my 1 iŽ .F s p s 0 and b s 0.is0
Ž . Ž .Let K R s n. By Proposition 2.2, K T s n or n q 1. We aim to show
Ž .that the latter is impossible. Suppose that K T s n q 1. Since a is a
Ž .regular element of R, by Lemma 3.2, T is a prime ring and K T m RrpR
Ž .s n q 1. Then K TrT p s n q 1, since T m Rrp , TrT p. Then thereR
Ž .exists a left ideal I of T such that I ) T p and K TrI s n. Since
iŽ .a f Ds p , Rrp is a-torsionfree; by Lemma 2.10 the T-module TrT p is
compressible, hence critical and hence uniform, thus IrT p is an essential
Ž .submodule of TrT p and I is an essential submodule of T. Since K TrI
s n, there exists a chain of left submodules
T s J ) J ) ??? ) I0 1
Ž .with K J rJ s n y 1 for infinitely many i, say for i g V. After refin-i iq1
ing this chain as in Lemma 3.5, we may assume that to each factor J rJi iq1
then is associated a prime ideal p g Spec R and J rJ has one of thei i iq1
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Ž . Ž .properties 1 ] 9 described in Lemma 3.5. Each J rJ is a homomorphici iq1
Ž .image of TrT p . If i g V, then K TrT p G n y 1 and, by hypothesis,i i
Ž .ht p F 1. Moreover, if ht p s 1, then K TrT p s n y 1.i i i
my 1 iŽ .Set S s R_D s p , the set of all regular elements of R. The ring Ris0
Ž . my 1 iŽ .is semiprime, since the nil-radical N R of R equals F s p s 0. Byis0
Goldie's theorem the ring R is a finite product of fields, so R isS S
Artinian. As we know a g R is regular, so the localization ring T sS
w y1 x Ž .R X, X ; s is a skew Laurent polynomial ring, K T s 1 and T isS S S
prime. Since I is an essential left ideal of T , T I is an essential left idealS
of T , then T rT I must have finite length. So, for all sufficiently large i,S S S
T m J rJ s 0. Let us show that for all sufficiently large i g V allS T i iq1
Ž . Ž .factors J rJ are of types 1 ] 4 described in Lemma 3.5 and ht p s 1.i iq1 i
If ht p s 0, i.e., p is a minimal prime of R, then the cases described ini i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .8 , 9 are evidently excluded and the modules from 1 ] 7 are R-
Ž .torsionfree thus T m J rJ / 0 and should be excluded as well.S T i iq1
Ž . Ž .If ht p s 1, then K TrT p s n y 1 s K J rJ . Suppose that J rJi i i iq1 i iq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is of type 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 in Lemma 3.5. Denote by V the module V pq i
Ž .resp. V p which corresponds to these cases and by S the skew polyno-y i
w x w y1 x Ž .mial ring R ¤ ; s resp. R ¤ ; s . By Lemmas 2.11, 3.1 1 we have1 y1
K J rJ s K VrN F K VrN - K V s K Rrp q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T i iq1 T S S i
s K V F K T p ,Ž . Ž .Ž .T T i
Ž . Ž .which contradicts K J rJ s K TrT p , where K and K are the Krulli iq1 i T S
dimension as T- and S-module, respectively.
Ž .Suppose that J rJ is of type 7 in Lemma 3.5. By Corollary 2.10 thei iq1
Ž .T-module T p is critical, thusi
K T p ) K T p rN s J rJŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i iq1
Ž Ž .. Ž .which contradicts K T p s K J rJ .i i iq1
We have shown that I is an essential left ideal of T , hence both leading
Ž . Ž .ideals l I and l I are essential in R. If U is an ideal of R, thenq y
Ž . Ž . Ž .I l TU / 0 and, since a is regular, 0 / l I l l TU s l I l U." " "
Ž . Ž .Next suppose that i is such that ht p s 1 and J rJ belongs to 1 , 2 ,i i iq1
Ž .or 4 described in Lemma 3.5. We consider all three cases together. So, let
Ž . Ž . Ž .J rJ belong to 1 or 4 resp. 2 . Using Lemma 2.8 we find u gi iq1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . niŽ .l j rl J resp. u g l J rl J with ann u : s p forq i q iq1 i y i y iq1 R i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .some n . Since l I : F l J , l I : ann u resp. l I :i " iG 0 " i q R i y
Ž . niŽ . Ž .ann u . Thus s p being a prime ideal of height 1 containing l IR i i q
Ž . Ž . Ž .resp. l I , must be a minimal prime of l I resp. l I .y q y
Let F, resp. G, be the complement in R of jq where q ranges over
Ž .those height 1 primes of R which are minimal prime ideals of l I , respq
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Ž . Ž . Ž .l I . Then K R s K R s 1. Since R I resp. R I is essential in Ry F G F G F
Ž . Ž .resp. R , so K R rR I s K R rR I s 0. Thus there can only beG F F G G
Ž . Ž .finitely many i such that R m l J rl J / 0 resp. R mF R q i q iq1 G R
Ž . Ž .l J rl J / 0, therefore for all sufficiently large i from V they i y iq1
Ž .factors J rJ belong to 3 described in Lemma 3.5.i iq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If J rJ is of type 3 , then by Lemma 3.1 2 , K J rJ s K Rrp .i iq1 i iq1 i
Ž . Ž .On the other hand K J rJ s n y 1, so K Rrp s n y 1, if the asso-i iq1 i
ciated prime p is either s-semistable or s-unstable and there are in-i
jŽ . Ž .finitely many integers j with a g s p , then by Lemma 3.5, K TrT p si i
Ž . Ž .K Rrp q 1 s n, contradicting the hypothesis K TrT p F n y ht p si i i
Ž .n y 1 since ht p s 1 .i
v
UŽ . So, we may assume that for all sufficiently large i c 0 from V
Ž ym iŽ . x Ž .the factors J rJ , L s p , p have type 3 , Lemma 3.5, and alli iq1 y i i
Ž .associated primes p are s-unstable with ht p s 1 and all St p are finite.i i i
Ž .Let b be the set of minimal primes in R of Ra of height 1. Evidently, b
is finite and there exists a natural q such that for all i G q the associated
prime ideals p belong to b. Let O , . . . , O be the orbits of the elementsi 1 a
p . Each orbit O contains finitely many but not less than 2 idealsi j
i2Ž . i kŽ . Ž .containing a, say, q, s q , . . . , s q for some 1 F i - ??? - i s i j .2 k k
 jŽ . < 4 aLet Int O s s q 1 F j F i . The set Int s D Int O is finite. De-j k js1 j
 4note by m the maximum of i .k
Ž .For j G i G q, Ass J rJ : Int, so, by the choice of m, the annihilatorR i j
Ž . < < Ž .ann J rJ contains all elements ¤ , k G m. The two-sided ideal a ofT i j k
m m Žthe ring T generated by X and Y is homogeneous with respect to the
.grading of T , a s Ý ¤ a where each a is an ideal of R and a s R forig Z i i i k
< <all k G m. Moreover,
a = a = ??? = a : a : ??? : a ,ym q1 ymq2 0 1 my1
m m m m ymq1Ž . Ž . mŽ .and a = RY X q RX Y s Rs a ??? a q Rs a ??? s a . The0
factor ring Tra s [ ¤ Rra is a finitely generated Rra -module,i i 0ym- i- m
Ž . Ž . Ž .so K Tra F K Rra F n y 1 a is regular . On the other hand, J rJ0 i iq1
Ž ym iŽ . x, L s p , p is a Tra-module of Krull dimension n y 1, thusy i i
Ž .K Tra s n y 1. The ring Rra is Noetherian, so its nil radical N is
nilpotent, say N sq1 s 0 but N s / 0 for some s G 1. By Goldie's theorem
Ž .the full quotient ring Q of the semiprime ring T s Tra rN is a semisim-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ple Artinian ring. Evidently, K T s K Tra s n y 1. Let l be the
length of the Q-module Q. Fix i G q; up to the numeration, we may
assume that i s q s 1. Let g be the maximum of number of generators of
s Ž .Ž .the left ideals I , NI , . . . , N I . Choose j s gl q 1 s q 1 q 1.1 1 1
We have two descending chains of left ideals of the ring T : J = J =1 2
??? = J and I s J = I s NI q J = ??? = I s N sI q J = I s J .j 1 1 2 1 j sq1 1 j sq2 j
 Ž . Ž .4 The refinements J [ J l I q J r J l I q J and I [k i k i kq1 k iq1 kq1 i k
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Ž . Ž .4I l J q I r I l J q I of the first and the second chain re-i k iq1 i kq1 iq1
spectively have isomorphic factors:
J , J l I r J l I q J l I , I .Ž .k i k i k iq1 kq1 i i k
Each factor J rJ has Krull dimension n y 1, so there are at least j y 1i iq1
 4factors from I which have Krull dimension n y 1, hence there is ati k
Ž .Ž .y1least one factor, say I rI , which contains at least j y 1 s q 1k kq1
 4refined subfactors I of Krull dimension n y 1. Each such subfactork j
under the localization yields a nonzero Q-module Q m I . So, on the oneT k j
y1Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .hand, the length l Q m I rI G j y 1 s q 1 . On the other,Q T k kq1
Ž Ž ..l Q m I rI F gl, which contradicts the choice of j.Q T k kq1
Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring ring with K R - ‘.
Ž . Ž .1 Let p be a s-unstable prime ideal such that the set St p is finite
and non-empty. Then
K T m Rrp s max K V s i p , K V s jq1 p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .R y q
Ž .where i resp. j the minimal resp. maximal element of St p .
Ž . Ž . Ž2 Let p be a prime ideal of R such that St p s B. Then K T mR
lŽ .. Ž .Rrs p s K T m Rrp for any l g Z.R
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Let i s i - ??? - i s j be the elements of St p , s ) 0.1 s
Partition the set of all integers Z into s q 1 intervals
x x xG s y‘, i , G s i , i , . . . , G s i , i , G s i , ‘ .Ž .Ž Ž Ž1 1 2 1 2 s sy1 s sq1 s
If 0, l g G for some k, then the following maps are monomorphisms ofk
T-modules:
T p “ T s l p , 1 q T p “ ¤ q Ts l p , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . yl
T s l p “ T p , 1 q Ts l p “ ¤ q T p. 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . l
Therefore, if 0, l g G , thenk
K T p s K T s l p . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
There are three possibilities: 0 g G ; 0 g G for some k s 2, . . . , s;1 k
Ž .0 g G . In view of 4.3 these possibilities reduce to the cases: i s 0;sq1
i s 0 for some k s 2, . . . , s; j s y1.k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let i s 0. From 3.5 , 3.6 , and 3.8 it follows that the following
sequences of T-modules are exact,
0 “ V s p “aT p “bV p “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q y
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Ž Ž . . Ž .where a : 1 q T s p , Y “ X q T p, b : 1 q T p “ 1 q T p, X ;
jq1 j0 “ V s p “ V s p “ L p, s p “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Žq q q
Now the result follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.
Ž . Ž .Let i s 0 for some k s 2, . . . , s. From 3.5 and 3.6 it follows thatk
Ž iŽ .. Ž jq1Ž .. Ž .V [ V s p [ V s p is a T-submodule of T p such that they q
factor-module
L [ T p rV , [ Rrs k p .Ž . Ž .Ž .R i- k F j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since K L F K L s K Rrp , the result is evident Lemma 3.1 .T R
Ž . Ž .Let j s y1. This case is dual to the first. It follows from 3.5 , 3.6 , and
Ž .3.7 that the following sequences of T-modules are exact,
0 “ V sy1 p “dT p “g V p “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y q
Ž y1Ž . . Ž .where d : 1 q T s p , X “ Y q T p, g : 1 q T p “ 1 q T p, Y ;
i y1 i y10 “ V s p “ V s p “ L s p , s p “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Žy y y
The result follows in view of Lemma 3.1.
Ž . Ž .2 The set St p is empty, therefore for any l g Z there exist the
lŽ . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..monomorphisms 4.1 and 4.2 , so K T s p s K T p .
Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring with K R - ‘ and
let p be a s-unstable prime ideal of R such that, for each prime q with q > p,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K TrT q F K R y ht q. Then K TrT p F K R y ht p.
Proof. Let I be a left ideal of T which strictly contains T p. Let Rrp
be a-torsionfree. Then, by Lemma 3.4, I l R ) p. There is a finite chain
of ideals R s U > U > ??? > U s I l R with UrU , Rrp , where0 1 n i iq1 i
p g Spec R and p > p. Tensoring the chain above by T m y we obtain ai i R
chain
T s TU > TU > ??? > TU s T I l R ,Ž .0 1 n
with TUrTU , T m UrU , T m Rrp , TrT p .i iq1 R i iq1 R i i
Now we arrive at
K TrI F K TrT I l R s max K TrT p 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i
F max K R y ht p - K R y ht p. 4Ž . Ž .i
Since the above inequality holds for all I > T p, we may conclude that
Ž . Ž .K TrT p F K Rrp y ht p.
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It remains to consider the case where Rrp is a-torsion. The inequality
Ž . Ž .K Rrp F K R y ht p holds for any prime ideals p of R. If, in our case,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K Rrp - K R y ht p, then we know that K TrT p - K Rrp q 1; so
K TrT p F K R y ht p y 1 q 1 s K R y ht pŽ . Ž . Ž .
as desired. Thus we may assume that
K Rrp s K R y ht p. 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let us show that the set St p is finite. Since Rrp is a-torsion, St p is
< Ž . <non-empty. Suppose the contrary, i.e., ST p is infinite. It follows from
Ž . Ž .4.4 that there exists a maximal idea, say m, of R with ht m s K R and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m > p. Then St m > St p , so St m is infinite and by Lemma 3.1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .K TrT m s 1 which contradicts the hypothesis, since K TrT m F K R
y ht m s 0.
Ž . Ž .So, the set St p is finite and let i - ??? - i be the elements of St p .1 s
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
K TrT p s max K V , K V , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .y q
Ž i1Ž .. Ž i sq1 Ž ..where V s V s p and V s V s p . Without loss of generalityy y q q
Ž . Ž .we may assume that K TrT p s K V . Let I be a left ideal of T suchy
Ž i1Ž . . Ž .that I ) T s p , X . Since i is the minimal element of St p , I l R ) p.1
Now we continue as above. Choose a finite chain of ideals R s U > U >0 1
??? > U s I l R with UrU , Rrp , where p g Spec R and p >n i iq1 i i i
i1Ž .s p . Then we obtain the chain of T-submodules,
T s TU > TU > ??? > TU s T I l RŽ .0 1 n
with TUrTU , TrT p ; andi iq1 i
T s W > W > ??? > W [ TU q TX > ??? > W s T I l R q TX .Ž .0 1 i i n
For each i we have the natural epimorphism TUrTU “ W rW ,i iq1 i iq1
Ž . Ž .thus K W rW F K TrT p , consequentlyi iy1 i
K V rI F max K W rW F max K TrT p 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .y i iy1 i
F max K R y ht p - K R y ht p. 4Ž . Ž .i
Ž . Ž .Since the inequality above holds for any I > T p, X , we have K V Fy
Ž . Ž . Ž .K R y ht p but K TrT p s K V and the claims have been proved.y
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 3.3 reduces the problem to showing
Ž . Ž .that if K T s K R q 1, then there exists either a s-unstable prime ideal
Ž . Ž .p of R with ht p s K R and the set St p is infinite; or a s-semistable
Ž .prime ideal q of R with ht q s K R .
We have shown at the beginning of Section 3 that
<K T s sup K TrT p p is a minimal prime ideal of R . 4.5 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
There are only finitely many minimal prime ideals, thus each minimal
prime is s-semistable. Let p be a minimal prime ideal of R. Then the ideal
0 iŽ . Ž Ž 0. 0. 0 0p s Fs p is s-stable s p s p and T p s p T is an ideal of T.
0 0Ž 0.The factor ring TrT p is isomorphic to the GWA Rrp s , a q p ,
Ž 0. Ž . 0where s r q p s s r q p . Since TrT p is a homomorphic image of
TrT p0, without loss of generality we may assume that p0 s 0. Then, as we
Ž . my 1Ž .have seen above, p, s p , . . . , s p are the minimal prime ideals of R.
iŽ .If a is non-regular in R, then a g s p for some i. By Theorem 3.3,
Ž iŽ .. Ž iŽ .. Ž .K TrTs p s K Rrs p q 1 s K R q 1.
iŽ .So, we may assume that a is regular, i.e., a f Ds p . We use induction
Ž .on n s K R . If n s 0, then all prime ideals are minimal prime and, hence
w y1 xs-semistable. The element a is unit, therefore T , R X, X ; s is the
Ž .skew Laurent polynomial ring with K T s 1.
Suppose that n ) 0 and R has no s-semistable prime ideal with q with
Ž .ht q s n, yet K T s n q 1. We aim to find a s-unstable prime ideal P
Ž .with ht P s n and with the infinite set St P . Since a is regular, Rrp is
Ž . Ž . Ž iŽ ..a-torsionfree, by Lemma 4.2 2 , K TrT p s K TrTs p for any i. Using
Ž .4.5 we conclude that
K T s K TrTs i p for any i . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since K T ) K R , then K TrT p ) K R s K R y ht p. Choose a
Ž . Ž .prime ideal, say p , maximal with respect to having K TrT p ) K R y1 1
ht p and then having maximal height as much. It follows from Lemma 4.31
that p is s-semistable. Then p cannot be a minimal prime, since1 1
Ž .otherwise the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied and thus K T s
Ž .K R , a contradiction.
Ž 0.So, we may suppose ht p G 1. Since K Rrp - n, by induction1 1
K TrT p0 s sup K Rrp0 , ht Prp0 q 1, ht Qrp0 q 1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
where P is a s-unstable prime for which there exist finitely many i with
iŽ . 0 0a g s P , and P = p ; Q is a s-semistable prime with Q = p .1 1
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Ž 0. Ž 0.Since ht Q G ht Qrp q ht p and K Rrp q ht p F n, we have1 1 1 1
sup K Rrp0 , ht Qrp0 q 1 4Ž . Ž .1 1
 4F sup n y ht p , ht Q y ht p q 11 1
F sup n y ht p , n y 1 y ht p q 1 s n y ht p . 4Ž .1 1 1
On the other hand,
n y ht p - K TrT p F K TrT p0 , 4.7Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Ž 0. Ž 0.therefore, K TrT p s ht Prp q 1 for some s-unstable prime ideal P,1 1
0 iŽ . Ž .containing p , and with infinitely many i: a g s P . By 4.7 , n y ht p q1 1
Ž 0. Ž 0.1 F ht Prp q 1. Then n F ht Prp q ht p F ht P F n, i.e., P s n1 1 1
iŽ .and P is a s-unstable prime ideal with infinitely many i: a g s P .
Krull Dimension of Iterated Skew Polynomial Rings
Ž . Ž .Consider a ring R, s g Aut R and b, r g Z R with r being a
Ž . ² :s-stable unit, i.e., s r s r. Form E s R s ; b, r by adjoining symbols
X and Y to R subjected to the relations
Xr s s r X , Yr s sy1 r Y , for all r g R; XY y rYX s b.Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .In case R s K H , r s 1, and s defined by s H s H y 1, then E
w x Ž .appeared in Sm, Bav1 , and for b s 2 H, E is nothing but U sl 2 .
wWe may view E as the iterated skew polynomial ring E s R Y;
y1 xw x w y1 xs X ; s , › , where › is a s-derivation of R Y; s and › R s 0,
w y1 x Ž .› Y s b; moreover s is extended from R to R Y; s by s Y s rY.
w xFor R left Noetherian it is known MR, 6.5.4 that
² :K R s ; b , r s K R q 1 or K R q 2.Ž . Ž .Ž .
It is not trivial to decide which of the two cases actually happens; let us
recall the following particular case.
The rings of this type E are in the scope of this paper because of, as the
² :lemma below shows, the rings E s D s ; b, r are generalized Weyl
algebras.
w x ² : w xŽ .LEMMA 4.4 Bav4 . Let R be a ring; then R s ; b, r , R H s , H
w x Ž .and s is extended from R to R H by s H s rH q b.
Ž .THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring, K R - ‘,
Ž . w xs g Aut R, b g R, r g R be a unit such that s r s r. Let R H be a
polynomial ring in a ¤ariable H; the automorphism s is extended from R to
w x Ž .R H by the rule s H s rH q b.
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Then
² : <K R s : b , r s 1 q sup K R , ht p q 1, ht Q p is a prime ideal of R Ž .Ž .
for which there are infinitely many integers 0 / n g Z such that the inclusion
Ž .I n holds: n ) 0,
n n
y1 iy1 iy1 yiI n : r s b g p; I yn : r s b g p;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
is1 is1
w x4Q is a s-semistable ideal of the polynomial ring R H .
Proof. Note that the ideals p and q in Theorem 1.2 may be supposed to
Ž .be maximal of height K R and that the hypothesis that p is s-semistable
can be lifted.
² :By Lemma 4.4 the iterated polynomial ring E s R s ; b, r is isomor-
phic to GWA
w xE , R H s , H , s H s rH q b.Ž . Ž .
Ž . w xSet H for the ideal of the polynomial ring R H generated by H. The
Ž .map p “ p q H is a 1-1 correspondence between Spec R and the set of
w xall prime ideals of R H which contain H. Let P be a maximal ideal of
w x Ž w x. Ž .R H of height K R H s K R q 1 for which there exist infinitely many
iŽ . jŽ . jŽ .i with H g s P . Fix one such, say J, i.e., H g s P . Then s P s p
Ž . Ž .q H for some maximal ideal p of R of height ht p s K R . Then
iŽ . iy jŽ jŽ .. iy jŽ . Ž iy jŽ ..H g s P s s s P s s p q s H . The automorphism s
w x w xof R H preserves the natural filtration on R H by the degree of H, thus
H g s i P iff H g s iy j p q s iy j H R . 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
An easy induction argument shows that for n ) 0,
n
n n yi iy1s H s r H q r s b ,Ž . Ž .Ýž /
is1
n
yn yn iy1 yis H s r H y r s b .Ž . Ž .Ýž /
is1
Ž . Ž .Therefore, 4.8 holds iff I i y j does. Now the result follows from
Theorem 1.2 and the remark at the beginning of the proof.
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5. KRULL DIMENSION OF SOME
QUANTUM-TYPE ALGEBRAS
Ž . Ž .Let R be a ring, s g Aut R , b and r be elements of the centre Z R
Ž . ² :of R such that r is a unit, and s r s r. Set E s R s ; b, r for the
Ž .iterated skew polynomial ring see Section 4 .
w x Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.1 Bav3, Bav5 . If b s ra y s a for some a g Z R ,
then
² : y1w xD s ; b , r , D C s , a s r C y a , s C s rC.Ž .Ž .
w x Ž .Let K be a field, D s K H a polynomial ring, s g Aut D is aK
Ž .K-automorphism defined by s H s H y 1, b g D. The Smith's deforma-
w xtion Sm2, Bav1 .
² :w xL b s K H s ; b , r s 1 ,Ž .
Ž .is a GWA Lemma 4.4 . Moreover, if char K s 0, then in view of Corol-
lary 5.1,
w xL b ( K H , C s , a s C y a , s : H “ H y 1, C “ C ,Ž . Ž .
w x Ž . Žwhere a g K H is a solution of the equation a y s a s b which exists
w x w x Ž . Ž . Ž .since the map 1 y s : K H “ K H , a H “ a H y a H y 1 , is
.surjective .
Ž pBy Theorems 1.2 and 4.5 if char K s p ) 0, then s s 1, where s is as
.in Lemma 4.4
2, if char K s 0 and b / 0;
K L b sŽ .Ž . ½ 3, otherwise.
Ž . y1 2For the quantum U sl 2 , for q, h s q y q g K s C, q / 0, 1, theq
Ž .algebra U s U sl 2 is generated by X, Y, H , H subject to the relationsq 1 y q
H H s H H s 1, XH s q"1H X ,q y y q " "
.1 w x 2 2YH s q H Y , X , Y s H y H rh.Ž ." " q y
w xThis algebra is a GWA Bav6 ,
w y1 x 2 2 y2 2U , K C , H , H s , a s C q H r q y 1 y H r q y 1 r2h , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .q
w y1 x w xw y1 xwhere K C, H, H s K C H, H is the Laurent polynomial ring with
w x Ž . Ž .coefficients in the polynomial ring K C ; s H s qH, s C s C. It is
Ž w y1 x. w xclear that K K C, H, H s 2. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that Jo1
2, q is not a root of 1;
K U sl 2 sŽ .Ž .q ½ 3, otherwise.
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The Woronowicz's deformation V is generated by V , V , V subject to0 y q
Ž 4 .the relations s g K, s / 1
w x 2 y2 w xV , V ’ s V V y s V V s V , V , V s V ,2 20 q 0 q q 0 q y 0 ys s
w x y1V , V ’ s V V y sV V s V .1rsq y q y y q 0
w xThe algebra V is a GWA Bav4
w xV , K H , Z s , a s Z q aH q b ,Ž .
V l X , V l Y , V l H y s2r 1 y s4 ,Ž .q y 0
4 2 Ž 2 . Ž 4.where s : H “ s H, Z “ s Z; a s y1rs 1 y s and b s sr 1 y s .
Ž . y1Applying Theorem 1.2 we conclude that K V s 3. Let S V be the
 i j4localization of V at S s H Z . Then
2, s is not a root of 1;y1K S V sŽ . ½ 3, otherwise.
The Witten's first deformation E is the algebra generated by E , E , E0 y q
subject to the relations
w x y1 w xE , E ’ pE E y p E E s E , E , E s E ,p p0 q 0 q q 0 q y 0 y
w x 2E , E s E y p y 1rp E ,Ž .q y 0 0
w xwhere p / 0, " 1, " i g K. The algebra E is a GWA Bav4
w x y1E , K C , H s , a s C y H H q 1 r p q p ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
E l X , E l Y , E l pH ,q y 0
2Ž . Ž y2 .where s : C “ C, H “ p H y 1 . Set l s 1r 1 y r . It follows from
Ž . 2Ž .direct calculations that s H y l s r H y l , therefore the maximal
Ž . w xideal CD q H y l D of D s K C, H is s-stable, so by Theorem 1.2
K E s 3.Ž .
w x w x Ž . 2Set h s H y l. Then K C, H s K C, h and s h s r h. A multi-
 i 4plicatively closed set S s h , i G 0 satisfies the Ore condition and the
Ž . y1two-sided localization F s S E of E at S is a GWA
w y1 x y1F , K C , h , h s , a s C y h q l h q l q 1 r r q r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where s : C “ C, h “ r 2 h. Now there is a s-semistable maximal ideal in
w y1 xK C, h, h iff r is a root of 1. By Theorem 1.2
2, r is not a root of 1;
K F sŽ . ½ 3, otherwise.
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w xThe Witten's second deformation Za W is the algebra generated by
W , W , W ,0 y q
w x w x w x 2W , W s W , W , W s W , W , W s W ,1rr0 q q y 0 y q y 0r r
w xwhere r / 0, " 1, " i g K. The algebra W is the GWA Bav4
w xW , K C , H s , a s C y a ,Ž .
W l X , W l Y , W l H y rr 1 y r 2 ,Ž .q y 0
where s : C “ r 4C, H “ r 2H is the automorphism of the polynomial ring
w x Ž Ž 2 ..Ž 3 ŽK C, H in two variables C and H, a s H y rr 1 y r H y r r 1 y
2 .. 2Ž y1 . Ž . y1r rr r q r . By Theorem 1.2, K W s 3. Let S W be the localiza-
 i j4tion of W at S s C H . Then
2, r is not a root of 1;y1K S W sŽ . ½ 3, otherwise.
Ž Ž ..The coordinate ring M s O M K of quantum 2 = 2 matrices is theq 2
Ž 4algebra generated by elements a, b, c, d subject to the relations q g K, q
./ 0, 1
ab s q2 ba, ac s q2ca, db s qy2 bd, dc s qy2 cd,
bc s cb , ad y da s q2 y qy2 bc.Ž .
The quantum determinant C s ad y q2 bc s da y qy2 bc belongs to the
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. w xcentre of O M K . The ring O M K is a GWA Bav3q 2 q 2
w x y2O M K , K b , c, C s , C q q bc ,Ž .Ž . Ž .q 2
a l X , d l Y , b l b , c l c, da y q2 bc l C ,
w x Ž . 2 Ž .where K b, c, C is the polynomial ring in 3 variables; s b s q b, s c s
2 Ž .q c, s C s C. The maximal ideal p s Db q Dc q DC is s-stable and
Ž .has ht p s 3 s K D , by Theorem 1.2
K O M K s 4.Ž .Ž .Ž q 2
 i 4Let M resp. M be the localization of M at b , i g Z resp.Žb. Žc.
 i 4c , i g Z . Then
w y1 x y2M , K b , b , c, C s , a s C q q bcŽ .Žb.
and, by the b y c-symmetry of the defining relations, M , M . AllŽb. Žc.
Ž . Ž .maximal ideals p l s D b y l q Dc q DC, 0 / l g K, contain a and
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Ž . Ž w y1 x. iŽ Ž .. Ž y2 i .ht p l s 3 s K K b, b , c, C . Fix l. Then all s p l s p q l con-
tain a as well, by Theorem 1.2
K M s K M s 4.Ž . Ž .Žb. Žc.
 i j 4Let M be the localization of M at b c , i, j g Z . It is clear thatŽb, c.
w y1 y1 x y2M , K b , b , c, c , C s , a s C q q bc .Ž .Žb , c.
By Theorem 1.2,
3, q is not a root of 1;
K M sŽ .Žb , c. ½ 4, otherwise.
Ž Ž .. Ž .The coordinate ring G s O GL K of quantum GL 2, K is obtainedq 2
 i 4from M by localizing at C , i G 0 . Then
w y1 x y2O GL K , K b , c, C , C s , C q q bc .Ž .Ž . Ž .q 2
Ž Ž Ž ...  i j4By Theorem 1.2, K O GL K s 4. Let S s b c . Thenq 2
3, q is not a root of 1;y1K S O GL K sŽ .Ž .Ž .q 2 ½ 4, otherwise.
Ž . Ž Ž ..The ring S s MrM C y 1 is the coordinate ring O SL K of quan-q 2
Ž .tum SL 2, K and
w x y2 2 2O SL K , K b , c s , 1 q q bc , s b s q b , s c s q c.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q 2
w xThe maximal ideal p s Db q Dc of D s K b, c is s-stable and ht p s
Ž .2 s K D , by Theorem 1.2
K O SL K s 3.Ž .Ž .Ž .q 2
Ž Ž ..  i 4Let A be the localization of O SL K at b , i G 0 ; thenq 2
w y1 x y2A , K b , b , c s , 1 q q bc ,Ž .
by Theorem 1.2
2, q is not a root of 1;
K A sŽ . ½ 3, otherwise.
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Ž Ž .. w x² Ž y1 .2The quantum group O so k, 3 s K H s ; b s q y q H, r sq
: Ž . 2 w x1 , s H s q H, q g K Sm1 , by Lemma 5.1 is isomorphic to a GWA:
w x 2 22O so k , 3 s K H , C s , a s C q H rq 1 q q ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .q
s H s q2H , s C s C.Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž Ž ... y1  i j42By Theorem 1.2, K O so k, 3 s 3. Let S s C H . Thenq
2, q is not a root of 1;y1
2K S O so k , 3 sŽ .Ž .Ž .q ½ 3, otherwise.
w xThe quantum Heisenberg algebra KS, Ma, Ros is
² < 2 y2 y2 y1 :H s K X , Y , H XH s q HX , YH s q HY , XY y q YX s q H ,q
q g K , q4 / 1.
w xIn Bav3 it is proved that
w x 2 4H , K H , C s ; a s q C y Hrq 1 y q ,Ž .Ž .Žq
s H s q2H , s C s qy2 C.Ž . Ž .
w xThe maximal ideal p s DH q DC of D s K H, C is s-stable and
Ž .ht p s 2 s H D , by Theorem 1.2,
K H s 3.Ž .q
 i 4Let H resp. H be the localization of H at H , i G 0 resp.q, ŽH . q, ŽC . q
 i 4C , i G 0 . Then
w y1 x w y1 xH , K H , H , C s , a and H , K H , C , C s , a .Ž . Ž .q , ŽH . q , ŽC .
By Theorem 1.2
2, q is not a root of 1;
K H s K H sŽ . Ž .q , ŽH . q , ŽC . ½ 3, otherwise.
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